Anti-inflammatory effects of Zhishi and Zhiqiao revealed by network pharmacology integrated with molecular mechanism and metabolomics studies.
The inflammatory response has a complex pathogenesis; thus, it is a critical contributor to the development and complication of many diseases. Zhishi and Zhiqiao are famous Citrus herbal medicines that are rich in bioactive phenolic constituents with multiple anti-inflammatory activities. Establishment of a multi-component-target-pathway network strategy to investigate the usage of Zhishi and Zhiqiao on inflammatory diseases can provide a reference for mechanisms of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM). A multi-component-target-pathway network strategy was constructed to elucidate the various antiinflammatory effects of Zhishi and Zhiqiao by integrating multi-constituent determination, network pharmacology, molecular mechanisms in cells and integrated metabolomics in animals. Based on the quantitatively determined global and characteristic chemical profiles of Zhishi and Zhiqiao, the component-target-pathway network was predicted by network pharmacology coupled with text mining and docking. The potential antiinflammatory mechanism of the various components in Zhishi and Zhiqiao were verified using LPS-induced inflammatory responses in RAW 264.7 cells. The different metabolic regulating effects of Zhishi and Zhiqiao against an LPS-induced inflammation model were investigated using a plasma metabolomics strategy. The molecular mechanism of Zhishi mainly suppressed the MAPK signaling pathway, whereas Zhiqiao emphasized the PPAR-AKT signaling pathways simultaneously to block the inflammatory process. Meanwhile, Zhishi and Zhiqiao both exhibited an anti-inflammatory effect by inhibiting the NF-κB signaling pathway to reduce the production of inflammatory mediators. In the metabolomics study, Zhishi and Zhiqiao exhibited variant corrections of the disordered metabolic pathways through amino acid metabolism, glycometabolism and lipid metabolism. All of these results indicate that Zhishi and Zhiqiao, in a diversified mixture, exert their anti-inflammatory effect through variant pathways. These findings can assist in developing the use of Zhishi and Zhiqiao for inflammatory diseases.